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Battle against healthcare 
cutbacks will now intensify 

Plans are stepping up to defend services. The Ontario Health 
Coalition plans November rallies in Chatham, Toronto, 
Ottawa and Sault Ste. Marie. Each rally will be preceded by 
4-6 weeks of campaigning against health care cuts. Further 
communities will be targeted for similar organizing in the winter 
and spring - all will be in ridings where the Conservatives have 
seats.

OCHU asks its affiliates to support the community organizing 
and to fill 30 buses to support the regional rallies. Outreach starts 
in September.  Public speaking training has ramped up.
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Fighting the 
cuts locally 

Dave Murphy, president of local 
7800 campaigns in August 
against the closure of pathology 
services at Hamilton Health 
Sciences

We will work to encourage 
and resource campaigns to 
challenge every major cut in 
every community where we 
have members

Conservative 5-year budget plan cuts $8 billion from 
healthcare by 2023-24. Hospitals lose cumulative 3% 
annual real funding, reaching 15% in 2023-24. LTC loses 
10%. Both are already the least funded in Canada.

  OCHU VP Calvin Campbell            
         at April 30 rally

Corinne Webb: Fort Frances 
rally for health funding, July
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Challenging discrimination 
Fighting for good healthcare for 
everyone               

A Human Rights Commission complaint will be filed this fall 
charging active, systemic discrimination against the elderly on the 
basis of age in acute and long term care in Ontario. 

We will campaign hard against the lack of capacity and the staff 
and bed shortages in acute and long term care. Campaigning over 
the summer months (30 media conferences, 1 town hall, 2 rallies) 
drew attention to the huge Conservative cuts and pushed Premier 
Ford in July to commit to end hallway medicine in 12 months- a 
promise later contradicted by the Minister of Health.
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Violence 
50% of LTC care staff 
were sexually assaulted 
at work;  70%  of racialized  
staff experience racism

A book on violence against 
staff in Ont. healthcare 
comes out spring 2020; bills 
have been introduced in 
the Ontario legislature and 
the federal parliament; a 
members’ campaign starts 
this fall to support them

RPN Sue Moore talks about 
violence against staff in long term 
care from residents’ family 

Tanya Williams  (l. 1156), Mark 
Hancock at introduction of federal 
NDP bill to amend the Canada 
Criminal Code to make violence 
against healthcare staff more serious
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